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Abstract— Modern extensively digitized factories can
provide workers interfaces for gamification. The current
literature highlights the importance of understanding the
context before implementing gamification solution, while there
are currently only few such solutions provided for the factory
floor. In this study we aim at closing this gap by defining the
context defined aspects for gamification at factory floor. We
conducted a thorough mapping of current literature proceeded
by a qualitative interview study with eight workers and their
supervising manager at a manufacturing facility.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Although as a concept gamification has been around for a
while [1, 2]. It is a new field in academic research, spanning
over a decade of reported findings [3]. Companies have also
just recently begun to understand the value of employee’s job
satisfaction on productivity [4, 5]. There is recent evidence on
the importance of intangible and human assets to companies
and knowledge that job satisfaction of the employees has a
positive impact in customer retention [5], productivity [6] and
equity [4]. However, stock markets and investors do not fully
value the intangibles [4]. Operation centric approach adopted
in many companies aims at optimizing the production, which
can result in neglecting the impact human resources to
production [5]. Hämäri et al. [7] in their extensive review
focused on motivational affordances incorporated into the
gamified applications and found that only papers of the topic
have an empirical approach. They noted that only four out of
the 24 analyzed papers were in the context of “work” and an
additional four were in “Intra-organizational systems”. The
gamification in those studies has however been issued to
office workers or managers. The workers in papers reviewed
by Hämäri et al. [7] were, program developers [8, 9] and
people professionally or semi-professionally providing human
intelligence task work [10, 11]. What these workers have in
common is a constant access to digital interfaces while
working.
Gamification seems to especially benefit the experience in
monotonous and respective tasks. Despite the positive results
in many application fields, to our knowledge, direct and
persistent implementation to the factory floor has not yet
happened for any gamification solution. Processes that are
familiar for factory floor workers such as calibration have
been targeted, yet the solutions have been evaluated by people
recruited from university community [12]. Kampker et al. [13]
developed a model for gamifying learning phase while
ramping up production on a new production line in an
automotive factory. They implemented two games for
learning an assembly sequence of the new product and ran
evaluations on site. The current research on gamification
admits that participants and context influence the
effectiveness of gamification [7, 14]. Di Tomasso’s [15]
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recommendations for successful gamification start from
identifying individual participants’ differences, the social
influences in their context and motivational drivers.
According to many similar approaches based on selfdetermination theory (SDT) [16] the purpose of gamification
is to increase intrinsic motivation by providing extrinsic
motivators. It has been since shown that some of these
approaches such as points, levels, leaderboards [17] and other
elements can increase task performance [6].
While paying attention to graphic design Korn [18]
designed a gamified interface for a workstation screen. The
purpose of the approach was to enrich elderly and impaired
workers work environment. He however only describes the
design of a standalone game design and no evaluation or
prestudies on site, which is why the value of the approach is
difficult to assess. Kampker et al. [13] describe an application
for teaching assembly on a new production line at an
automotive factory. This application was evaluated with
mixed results on site, but despite Kampker et al. describing the
approach gamification the application itself could be
described as a standalone serious game. In addition, some
tasks that are commonplace in many work environments, such
as calibration [12], have been targeted for gamification.
Gamification failures have been attributed to poor or missing
design. This relates to not understanding the context and its
related factors [19]. When the rewards are not tied to the real
motivating factors and deep understanding of the context
many gamification approaches end up having unintended
affects [19].
II. METHOD AND MATERIAL
The study (Fig. 1) was initiated with a mapping study
conducted during November-January 2018-2019 using
Google Scholar search.

Fig. 1. The progress of this study.

Papers in peer reviewed proceedings or journals published
2000-2019 were considered. In addition, only papers
discussing gamification in industry context were reviewed.
The used search phrases were: “Industry Gamification”,
“serious games factories” and “serious games industry” the
search phrases produced many redundant hits, due to the
ambiguity of the search phrases. The context, motivation and
attitudes towards gamification were mapped with
semistructured interviews of eight factory workers and their
supervising manager. One out of eight interviewed factory
workers and their manager were male. They were aged 21-63.
Interviews were 12 – 21 min long and conducted in
manufacturing facility of ABB Protection and Connection,
manufacturer of electrical switches, in Vaasa, Finland. The
sample of nine was chosen, because they represent one team
in a multiteam organization and therefore the sample
specificity is high, with small variances, that can be targeted
for to study. The audio recordings were transcribed by the
researcher before qualitative analysis, coding and
categorization.
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